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Abstract. The aim of this papper is presentation of some optimization strategies applicable in the optimization of
multi-stage and multi-threads chain
c
structures (linear or tree-structured, acyclic graphs) withh multiple intermediate
goal functions. The inspirationns for this type of analysis are production chains often seeen in industrial plants.
Production in these plants conssists of sequences of multiple units connected linearly or in trree-structured graphs in
which, at various production staages, intermediate quality criteria, related to the semi-products, may
m occur.

1 Introduction
Typical metallurgical industrial proocess can usually
be divided into several smaller elemennts, corresponding
to intermediate stages of production. Thhey can arise in a
natural way in correspondence to phyysical stand (e.g.
furnace, hot rolling mill, laminar cooling,
c
etc.) or
representing smaller processes taking pllace in such stand
(e.g. smelting and casting). In generral, metallurgical
production chains have a few elements inn common:
• They do not have cycles. Delivered materials have to
pass some production path withouut turning back.
Branching is allowed, however, beccause some semiproducts can be manufactured differeently to reach the
final form.
• Each stage requires some input param
meters (materials,
semi-products) with admissible rangge, demanded by
technological restrictions for propper execution of
reactions/processing of that stage.
• Each stage allows some controlling of
o performance by
adjusting selected input parameteers that can be
controlled by an operator of the proceess at that stage.
• A number of quality output parametters are generated
at the end of processing of eachh stage to judge
performance or quality of the producttion.
• Output semi-products are descrribed by some
parameters
characterizing
thheir
important
technological features.
To illustrate the term of production chain better, an
example of input-output parameters in two-stage model
of production of blister copper (Cub) in KennecottOutokumpu process, considered in [1]], is presented in
Figure 1. In this particular case we havee one global input
parameter x (raw material – concentrate of Cu, Fe and S)
that cannot be modified, two intermeddiate output-input
parameters between two stages (Cu2S, FeS) and global
a

output parameter - blister coppper Cub. Each stage has 3
control parameters (F – mass of fuel, O2 – mass of
oxygen in blast, N2 – mass off nitrogen in blast) and two
quality parameters (CCu, CFeOO; and CFe3O4, CCu2O) which
are the concentrations of resspective parameters (semiproducts). Such a situation iss typical in some sense. In
general situation, each stage can be represented in the
form of equations:
ݔାଵ ൌ ܨ ሺݔ ǡ  ሻ,

(1)

ݍ ൌ ܳ ሺݔ ǡ  ሻ,

(2)

where xi, pi, qi are vectors reepresenting input materials,
control parameters and qualitty evaluation, respectively,
and index i represents the i-th
i
stage. While it is not
written explicitly, each stage has attached a sequence of
limiting equations on admissibble values of input vector xi
as well as admissible range of control parameters pi.
Clearly, when there are morre than 2 stages then the
production chain can have brranching points, creating a
tree-structured arrangement of production stages, as
presented on Figure 2. Chosen strategies that can take
advantage of the additionaal information about the
structure of production chainn will be presented in the
paper.

Figure 1. Example of two staage linear chain of industrial
process (blister copper productionn [1,2]).
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Figure 2. Example of hypothetical industrrial process with a
tree-structure.

(a))

v
qi and xi on
It is also worth noting, that to calculate values
deeper levels of the tree, it is necessary to set up an
arrangement of stages. For example, too evaluate a value
of q4 (Figure 2) the following relatioonship has to be
calculated:
ݍସ ൌ ܨସ ሺݔଷ ǡ ସ ሻ ൌ ܨସ ሺܨଶ ሺܨଵ ሺݔଵ ǡ ଵ ሻǡ ଶ ሻǡ ସ ሻ.

(3)

The indexing of nodes (production stagees) of the tree will
be performed using a standard Breadth-ffirst Search (BFS)
algorithm (see Figure 3).
(b))

2 Optimization Strategies

Figure 3. Indexing of nodes (stagges) according to BFS (a) and
DFS (b) algorithm.

Since the knowledge about the structure of the production
stages is known, such information caan be used when
choosing optimization strategy. Whenn the structure is
linear it is possible to look for optimal control
c
parameters
stage by stage. If there are branching pooints, the order in
which the consecutive stages are deaalt with, may be
important for the final quality assessmennt. If the structure
of relations between stages is not knownn (or is not at the
point of interest), the global approacch (GLO) can be
applied. In this last approach, the global objective
function composed by these stages iss considered (see
Section 2.2).

It is worth noting, that we have to use BFS or DFS
algorithm to order nodes, sinnce we need some ordering
when calculating values of fuunctions Fi and Qi. As we
said, in our calculations we
w order nodes (order of
propagation of xi) by BFS algoorithm, see Figure 3a.
2.2. Pareto-optimal solutions and order of
children nodes
It is clear that in practice theree is not a single (one) global
process optimization criterionn, since e.g. it is impossible
to obtain best quality of final
f
product, minimizing
consumption of energy or fuuel consumed in reactions,
maximizing the speed of prroduction and minimizing
wastes, etc. Therefore, only thhe Pareto-optimal solution is
the only aim of the research (tthe reader not familiar with
this topic is referred to [4,5]).
A standard technique in this case is to transform multiobjective task into single objeective task, assigning some
weights wj to each coordinate of each quality variable in
vectors qj. It results in the folloowing objective function:

2.1. Standard searching in graphs
There are two standard graph algorithms (e.g. see [3])
allowing passing through all stages along the edges
connecting them.
• Breadth-first search (BFS): in thhis approach all
neighbouring (children) nodes aree explored first,
before going to next level of neighbouurs (Figure 3a).
• Depth-first search (DFS): in this approach tree is
explored to the deepest possiblle level before
backtracking (Figure 3b).
Note that while in DFS not all neighbbouring nodes are
checked simultaneously, their input-pparameter bounds
have to be checked. It can be simply explained.
e
Let the
output vector xi+1 is an input vector of all
a children nodes
of i-th stage. If this output vector is not
n an admissible
input for all children nodes, then it might
m
happen that
after backtracking the xi+1 cannot be usedd.

 ܨൌ ݓଵ ݍଵǡଵ   ڮ ݓ ݍଵǡ   ڮ ݓ௦ ݍǡ ,

(4)

where s is the total number of quality assessments in
considered industrial process. Then it is reasonable to
visit children nodes of i-th stage following their
importance for the final valuue of function F. For this
reason, for each child node its accumulated weight is
calculated, summing up its weeight wj with weights of all
of his children nodes on loweer levels. These weights are
used next in the DFS and BFS
S searches to order children
nodes of stage i, that is chilldren of node i are visited
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mization
2.4. Particle Swarm Optim

following the order induced by accumullated weights. Let
the i-th stage has k children nodes and
a
accumulative
weights v of sub-trees induced by these children
c
are:
ݒଵ  ݒଶ   ڮ ݒ .

In our tests the Particle Sw
warm Optimization (PSO),
which is a global search methhod, was applied. PSO is a
method representing probabillistic approach, performing
global search for optimal soolution. PSO belongs to a
group of algorithms motivated by nature, and is widely
used and well described inn the literature, e.g. see
[6,7,8,9]. Let us recall basiic information about PSO
algorithm. In PSO algoritthm it is necessary to
simultaneously execute opttimization of k different
instances, so-called particles, and then evolution of the
algorithm is in some sense deetermined by interactions of
these particles and their perforrmance measured by quality
expressed in terms of a obbjective function F whose
minimum is searched for. The search begins with
randomly chosen position vector
v
 of each particle.

(5)

Then the child with weight v1 is visited first,
f
next with v2,
and so on. Note that if weight wi of eachh quality criterion
qi is the same (say 1/s) then condition vi<vj means that
i-th subtree has less nodes than j-th. It means in our
strategies, that sub-trees with the simpplest structure are
visited first, leaving more complex sub-ttrees for later.
While in standard DFS or BFS the order
o
of children
nodes is not that important, its importannce will be much
higher when transferring credits as desccribed in the next
section. Function F will be an objectivee function in GLO
algorithm, hence GLO does not use addiitional knowledge
about the structure of the industrial proccess and relations
between stages (this knowledge is onlly used indirectly
when calculating the value of F).

Position vector  of k-th particle in i-th iteration is
modified by the relation:

ݖାଵ
ൌ ݖ  ݒ ,

2.3. Credits
In our search for optimal solution, an upper limit N on the
number of allowed evaluations of functiions Fi and Qi for
i-th stage has to be set up. It may happpen, however, that
the optimal solution for this stage iss found using n
evaluations with n<<N. Saved credit c0=N-n
=
of remaining
evaluations can then be forwarded for the evaluation of
children nodes.

(6)

where vki is velocity vector upddated in each iteration by
the formula:



ݒାଵ
ൌ ݒݓ  ܿଵ ݎǡଵ
൫  െ ݖ ൯  ܿଶ ݎǡଶ
൫ െ ݖ ൯, (7)

where: pg denotes the best poosition found so far by the
whole swarm; vector pk repressents the best solution found
so far by the k-th particle; w is defined as the inertia
coefficient; c1 and c2 are accelleration coefficients (called
also training coefficients); rki,1and rki,2 are numbers in
[0;1] picked at random with thhe uniform distribution.
This approach is in some sense independent of the choice
of functions Fi, Qi and in praactice works effectively for
complex problems as well as for
f simple problems.

2.3.1 DFS with transferable credits (D
DFS CRE)
This approach is almost the same as sttandard DFS with
one simple modification. The limit of evvaluations for the
first child is set to N+c0 and then is propagated onto
consecutive levels, following recursion in DFS. In some
situations, credit c may stack to quiite large number
compared to N, which in turn may help in finding
solution when N evaluations are not sufficient. Now
suppose that after visiting all descenddants of the first
child the search is finished with c1 remaining evaluations.
n
child, so its
Then, this credit is forwarded to the next
limit of executions is now N+c1. Finaally, suppose that
there were k children and at the end therre is ck remaining
evaluations. In other words, let it be assumed that the
optimum was found for all l stages in suub-tree induced by
i-th node in r<lN iterations, that is below
w total lN limit. In
that case the remaining number ck=lN-rr+c0 is returned to
the parent node and propagated to subbsequent children
nodes, following node of i-th stage in DF
FS recursion.

3 Hypothetical structu
ures of process
3.1. Balanced and unbalan
nced binary trees
Our first testing ground will be
b balanced binary tree with
four levels, that is: root stagge has two children nodes,
each of them has two childrenn, etc., forming finally a tree
with the number of nodes on each level 1-2-4-8 as
presented on Figure 4.

2.3.2 BFS with transferable credits (B
BFS CRE)
The case of BFS is a little more coomplex. Since all
children nodes have to be visited sim
multaneously, it is
necessary to split credit c0 between thhese nodes. Let k
children of i-th stage have accumulated weights given by
(5). Then j-th child receives credit cj=c0vj and this credit
is then propagated recursively into deepeer levels using the
same order of visit as in standard BFS algorithm.

Figure 4. Process of balanced treee structure 1-2-4-8.

As a second example of hyppothetical process tree with
unbalanced structure will be examined.
e
Such a situation
seems more likely to happen in
i practice, because usually
concrete industrial processees have different lengths
measured by the number of intermediate
i
stages. A tree
with structure 1-2-4-4-4 as preesented on Figure 5 will be
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ܮ ൌ ܰ ή  ݏή  ή ݐ,

considered. Note, that the number of noodes is exactly the
same as in 1-2-4-8 tree.

where s is a number of stages, p is a number of particles, t
is a limit for the ‘time’ of thhe optimization runs. When
the algorithm calculates the vaalue of any of the functions
Q1,…,Qs, the index Lg becomees Lg = Lg - 1. In particular,
to calculate value of F inn (4) we need exactly s
evaluations. It means that onee step of GLO consumes s
‘credits’ from Lg, and one step
s
of each other method
consumes 1 ‘credit’, however finally it is necessary to
check all s stages (nodes of the
t tree). Then the limit in
(10) allows at least t optimizaation attempts. However, if
one run of the method is finisshed faster (or it is quickly
decided that the whole optimizzation leads to a failure) the
next optimization can be restarrted faster. Thank that more
runs than t can be performed. It is clear that the number
of evaluations in one optimizzation run will be higher in
methods with credits than in these without credits, and
hence the average number off optimization attempts will
be smaller. Since in every sttep of methods (i)-(v) it is
necessary to preform evaluation of each particle of PSO
method, the limit (10) may be simplified to the form:

Figure 5. Process of unbalanced tree structurre 1-2-4-4-4.

3.2. Functions Qi and Fi
As it was said earlier, the aim of the paper is to
mization strategies
investigate performance of the optim
(and influence of credits in optimizationn). For this reason
the simple, multi dimensional functionn was considered.
This will minimize influence of ranndomness in our
studies (there is zero probability of stucck of algorithm in
local minimum) however there arre still various
complexity levels of the problem. Functtions used in each
node are the same, given by the formula::
ݍ ൌ ܳ ሺݔ ǡ  ሻ ൌ σ
ୀଵ൫ݔǡ െ ǡ ൯
ݔାଵ ൌ ܨ ሺݔ ǡ  ሻ ൌ  .

ଶ

 ܮൌ ܰ ή  ݏή ݐ,

(9)

5 Results

Notice, that the control parameter pi has a direct influence
on the position of global minimum of funnction Fs for each
children node s of i-th node, hence optimization in
i
The
consecutive stages is not completely independent.
complexity of the process can be augmented by
increasing number of dimensions m. When
W
m is large,
search space is also large, which maakes that finding
minimum by probabilistic algorithmss is much more
difficult.

In all numerical experiments optimal
o
solution using PSO
algorithm with p=40 particless is searched for. Tests for
different values of dimensionn parameter m in (8) were
performed (m=1,5,7,10). Highher value of m is correlated
with smaller chance of findingg minimum by PSO.
5.1. Process of balanced tree
t
structure
Every of the methods (i)-(v) was
w tested on the tree 1-2-48 (Figure 4) within the totaal limit of evaluations on
functions Fi provided by (111) which in our case is
L=1500000 (for N=1000 andd t=100). As it was said
before, each method can be executed
e
at least 100 times
within the limit L, however, thhis number can be changed
if the method is terminated faster (due to success or
failure). The number of full optimization runs of every
method for different value of m is presented in Figure 6
and the number of attemptts which were successful
(method finished finding miinimum) are presented on
Figure 7.

4 Comparison of performanc
ce
Performance of the following five strategies was
compared:
Global optimization (GLO - optimal control
parameters of all stages set simuultaneously),

ii.

BFS without credits (BFS),

iii.

DFS without credits (DFS),

iv.

BFS with credits (BFS-CRE),

v.

DFS with credits (DFS-CRE).

(11)

having in mind that in factt 1 credit in L means p
evaluations (one for each partticle in PSO method), so p
credits in terms of limit Lg.

(8)

i.

(10)

Let the number of evaluations of qualitty function Qi for
each stage be limited to N. In methodds without credits
this limit is strict. In methods with creditts, remaining (not
“consumed”) evaluations can increease limits for
consecutive nodes. In global approachh we have global
limit of N⋅s evaluations for the whoole process (per
particle), where s is the number of stagees. The following
‘global’ limit of evaluations for the whhole procedure is
also introduced:

4
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follows exactly the same methodology as in section 4.1 in
particular value of L, tested values of m, etc.

Figure 6. Average number of full optimization runs within limit
L (tree 1-2-4-8).
Figure 9. Average number of full optimization runs within limit
L (tree 1-2-4-4-4).

Figure 7. Average number of full optimization runs finished
with success within limit L (tree 1-2-4-8).
Figure 10. Average number of full optimization runs finished
with success within limit L (tree 1-2-4-4-4).

Figure 8 presents relative number of successes of given
method expressed by the ratio:
ܵ ݎൌ ͳͲͲ ή

The main difference now is that right side of the tree is
much deeper, so in particular weights wi defining division
of credits between children nodes in BFS are now
different. On the other hand, there is no visible change of
the problem for GLO because the number of control
parameters is the same (the same number of stages s as in
tree 1-2-4-8). As before, each complete cycle of L
evaluations was repeated 100 times.

ܿݏ݊ݑݎ̴݀݁ݐ݈݁݉ൗ
 ݏݐݎܽݐݏሾΨሿ. (12)

In other words, Figure 8 shows relative percentage of
chance that single instance of the method will finish with
success.

Figure 8. Relative success rate of every method (tree 1-2-4-8).
Figure 11. Relative success rate of every method (tree 1-2-4-44).

To decrease influence of randomness in our numerical
experiment, every complete cycle of computations
(sequence of optimizations within limit set L) was
repeated 100-times for each method. Therefore, Figures
6-8 present average values calculated from 100
repetitions of every method.

6 Conclusions
Five different optimization strategies of multi-stage
industrial processes with two different tree structures
were examined. According to the performed test, the
following conclusions can be withdrawn.
• As it was mentioned earlier, GLO strategy does not
take advantage of the knowledge about the structure of
the process (relations between nodes/stages), therefore
it should behave similarly on balanced or unbalanced

5.2. Process of unbalanced tree structure
The same tests as in Section 4.1 were repeated for the
process of the unbalanced tree structure 1-2-4-4-4 (Figure
5). Results of our numerical experiment are presented on
Figures 9,10 and 11. Data presented in these figures

5
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tree structure, assuming that the number of stages and
their dimensions are the same. It is confirmed by
computational results presented in Figures 6-11.
Average number of executed full optimization runs
and the successful optimizations (and as a
consequence, the success rate) were nearly the same in
both cases. Comparison of the number of
optimizations runs in sequential methods (ii)-(v)
shows a huge difference between them and GLO. It is
clear that these methods can terminate much faster,
because in optimistic scenario they can decide that
whole optimization is going to be a failure during first
N evaluations for the first stage. If they do not succeed,
they terminate the process, saving N⋅(s-1) evaluations.
In the case of GLO it is necessary to wait until the real
end to realize the failure, hence in such a case the
whole N⋅s credits are spent. This situation is clearly
visible in Figures 6 and 9, where number of started
optimizations is close to minimum of t attempts (GLO
can earn additional attempts only by finding optimal
solution before spending the limit of N⋅s credits; then
some credits within L are ``saved’’). Notice, that all
the other (sequential) strategies are executed much
more times than t.
• Comparison of strategies (ii), (iii) and (iv), (v). It was
intuitively expected that (ii) and (iii) will be executed
more often on average than their counterparts with
credits, because they are able to continue computations
longer. This statement is not supported by results of
the experiment presented in Figure 6 and 9. On the
other hand, success rate of DFS-CRE and BFS-CRE
was much higher than for DFS and BFS. This suggests
that while transferring ``credits’’ between stages does
not change expected execution time of the
optimization much, it can highly decrease chances of
failure. If the DFS and BFS (with of without
``credits’’) are compared, then it can be seen that
visiting stages in optimization following order
provided by BFS behaves slightly better when tree is
balanced and DFS may be a better option in a case of
unbalanced tree. The differences are not high however,
so probably the above claim needs confirmation in a
more extensive study with various different tree
structures.
• Finally it can be seen that when complexity of the
problem increases (the size of parameters space) GLO
approach becomes more appropriate. It is most visible
in the case of m=10 where it was the only strategy that
was successful. This is situation in a sense similar to
our previous observations from [10], where the
influence of aggregation of stages on reliability of
sequential optimization was considered.
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